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**COMMENTS** : Box 32
L-9 reported: "After Teresa Green was seen off at the airport, Oscar Concepcion, "reveler," said she had been fired in order that another driver, Donnies, who had tried to receive reports that a famous international sex debate (famous "tritella" contamined) was working at the Embassy. Donnies fired for "immoral conduct."

EXCEPT

Priority OTTA DIR SITE MEXI 7/87
KAPOK DYVOUR ZR KNICK
REFA OTTA 1009 (IN 69505)
B. OTTA 1611 (IN 69843)
C. DIR 17103

1. RE Ref B: Alfonso Miranda, 25, age 48, Cuban, arrested and held there 2 Sept 63. Repeatedly has met Donnies in jail to get food for Donnies' family. Was engaged in contacts with various agents who staffed the Embassy. (cont.)
Juan Rejano and had one known social contact Oct 63 w/ Pavel Yatsenko SW Coral Mexi
CIA INTEllIGENCE REPORT

CSCI 314/00685-64, 14 April 64

Info from CIUS officer until 1 April 64.

Alfredo Montalvo, pseudo "Feliciano" - chief CIUS in May 63 as of Jan 64.

In Sept 64, it was reported that
MCP born in 1923 arrived in Mexico
as the Cuban Consul on 2 Sept 63.
Reputedly, he did not finish
job as consul and was held in
contempt by his staff for his
incompleteness.

DIR 38947 4 Oct 63
Re: San Jose 0495 (1003639)

AMD departed May RIO May 64.